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OUR 2015 MANAGEMENT REPORT is presented to you on the

under the symbol “WTM”. As of December 31, 2015, our

following pages. Our separate Annual Report on Form 10-K

market capitalization was $4.1 billion and we had total

holds a wealth of important information about our finances

assets of $10.3 billion, Adjusted Shareholders’ EquityNGM

and operations. This Management Report discusses our

of $3.9 billion, and an Adjusted Book Value Per Share

business philosophies and expectations. We hope both

(ABVPSNGM), assuming the Sirius Group and Symetra

documents help us fulfill our obligation to give our owners

sales had closed on December 31, 2015, of $784.

an unemotional, candid report of the current facts and a
prudent vision of where we are headed.

NON-GAAP FINANCIAL MEASURES
Our 2015 Management Report includes non-GAAP finan-

WHITE MOUNTAINS INSURANCE GROUP, LTD. (White Moun-

cial measures that are identified by the superscript “NGM”. The

tains or the Company) is a financial services holding

management team believes these measures to be more

company with primary business interests in property

relevant than comparable GAAP financial measures in

and casualty insurance and reinsurance. The Company’s

evaluating White Mountains’s financial performance. For a

corporate headquarters and its registered office are

reconciliation of these non-GAAP financial measures to

located in Hamilton, Bermuda, and its principal executive

their most comparable GAAP financial measures, please

office is located in Hanover, New Hampshire.

see pages 13 and 14 of this Management Report and our
website at www.whitemountains.com.

The Company conducts its principal businesses through:
SAFE HARBOR STATEMENT UNDER
OneBeacon – specialty insurance. OneBeacon’s common
shares are listed on the New York Stock Exchange under the
symbol “OB”. White Mountains owned 75% of OneBeacon
as of December 31, 2015.

LITIGATION REFORM ACT

OF

THE

PRIVATE SECURITIES

1995

Statements in our 2015 Management Report regarding
White Mountains’s businesses which are not historical facts
are “forward-looking statements” that involve risks and

HG Global/Build America Mutual (BAM) – U.S. municipal

uncertainties. For a discussion of risks and uncertainties

bond insurance and reinsurance.

which could cause actual results to differ from those
contained in the forward-looking statements, see “Risk

White Mountains Advisors – investment management

Factors”, “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of

with $28 billion of assets under management as of
Financial Condition and Results of Operations”, and
December 31, 2015.
“Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures About Market
White Mountains’s common shares are listed on the New

Risk” in White Mountains’s Annual Report on Form 10-K

York Stock Exchange and the Bermuda Stock Exchange

for the year ended December 31, 2015.
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RAY BARRETTE
Chairman & Chief Executive Officer
White Mountains

Dear Fellow Shareholders:
2015 was a transformative year for your Company with
the announced sales of Sirius Group and Symetra that
closed in the first part of 2016. Adjusted for those transactions, ABVPSNGM grew 18% to $784 for the year. We
often state that our results might be lumpy, and 2015
was a good example.
Given the current economic and competitive environments, both sales represent significant value added. We
are proud of the management teams of both businesses
and of our stewardship during challenging times. We
trust that both companies will continue to perform well
for new owners who are committed to invest in their
markets. These are truly win-win-win transactions.
Our history with Sirius Group began in 1996 when White
Mountains (Fund American at the time) purchased half
of Folksamerica Re from four European mutual companies. Folksamerica Re was led by Steve Fass, who had
the unique record of surviving the soft markets of the
early 1980’s as a start-up reinsurer. We purchased the
other half in 1998. In 2004, Steve led the purchase of
Sirius International from ABB, a purchase that turned out
to be one of the best investments we have made as a
company. Göran Thorstensson and his team had built a
truly unique global franchise from Stockholm. In 2007,
Allan Waters rejoined the Company and became CEO
of Sirius Group, the combination of Sirius International,
Folksamerica Re in the United States and our Bermuda
property catastrophe reinsurance business. After fixing
our U.S. reinsurance loss reserves in early 2008, Allan
and team produced a superior underwriting record for
the next seven-plus years despite major events around
the globe. For the 20 years since 1996, we managed
to produce an after-tax IRR of 11% in our reinsurance
business.
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In his letter, David Foy goes into some detail about
our history at Symetra, the Safeco Life business we
purchased with partners in 2004. At the risk of stealing
his thunder, I am pleased to report that we produced an
after-tax IRR of 15% over 11 years, a period of time that
has not been kind to most financial companies.
In the first quarter of 2016, we repurchased 231,000
shares of the Company through negotiated block and
open market transactions. Combined with share repurchases in 2015, we have returned over $450 million to
shareholders since January 1, 2015. At the end of the
first quarter, we had 5.4 million shares outstanding and,
adjusting for the closing of the Sirius Group sale, had
about $2.25 billion of undeployed equity capital, residing
mostly at the parent company in Bermuda. Our remaining equity is deployed in OneBeacon, HG Global/BAM
and our insurance services businesses.
The final transformation of OneBeacon into a focused
specialty company was confirmed in February 2016
when the Pennsylvania order approving the sale of the
runoff business was sustained by the courts with no
further appeals. In 2015, OneBeacon produced solid
results in a competitive environment reporting a 96%
combined ratio. Most segments had a good year with
solid underwriting profits and modest growth. A few
segments where results have been a bit more challenging are receiving a lot of attention. Mike Miller and his
team are focused on maintaining underwriting discipline
in all areas. We were disappointed that our high expectations for the crop business quickly went away as our
partner decided to exit the business after a change of
ownership. With few good options, we were able to
negotiate a clean exit. We remain enthused about new
opportunities, and OneBeacon is a great place for
specialty teams that want to run their own business
with more support than bureaucracy.
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HG Global/BAM made great strides with strong growth
and improved pricing. BAM has now insured $23.5
billion of par for more than 1,700 issuing members. This
is an impressive achievement in a fragmented market.
BAM’s claims-paying resources have grown to $601
million. Given BAM’s superior structure, its lack of exposure to troubled credits such as Puerto Rico, and its
scalability, we believe that it will continue to emerge as
the insurer of choice. As with many financial businesses,
a little help from higher interest rates and wider credit
spreads would be welcome.

With roughly half of our equity capital in liquid investments at the parent company, fully-priced investment
and M&A markets, increasingly competitive (re)insurance markets, and the possibility of selling some of our
insurance services businesses, we expect to continue to
gradually return capital to shareholders through share repurchases while exploring new investment opportunities.
Our efficient global structure, combined with our clean
and liquid balance sheet, present unique possibilities for
win-win transactions with companies seeking to achieve
more competitive capital/financial structures.

Our insurance services businesses are doing well,
generally beating original expectations. Given current
results and market valuations, we do keep strategic
options in mind. Our investments in the sector continued
to grow with three new investments closed in 2015,
including a $29 million investment in Captricity, as well
as bolt-on acquisitions at Tranzact, MediaAlpha and
Wobi. Captricity is a secure cloud-native, data-as-a-service platform that transforms handwritten paper forms
into digital data with over 99% accuracy. Captricity's
cloud solution features unique crowd-guided, deeplearning technology that can extract data from any
source – paper documents, scans, faxes, emails, call
centers and web forms – and connect automatically to
back-end systems to empower advanced analytics and
eliminate the need for costly, ineffective manual data
entry processes. Captricity serves a broad range of
markets, including insurance, healthcare, government
and non-profits. Our investment allows Captricity to
expand its sales organization to ramp up its growth.

Finally, we welcome Gary Tolman to the Board. Gary,
having served most recently as the Chairman and CEO
of Esurance for 15 years, brings extensive experience
from a 40-year career in the property and casualty industry. We look forward to his independent judgment
and (very vocal) counsel for many years to come.
Respectfully submitted,

Ray Barrette

The Total Portfolio ReturnNGM on our investment portfolio
was 4.5% for 2015, as returns were greatly helped by
the gain from the mark up of Symetra to fair value. In
local currencies and excluding the gain from Symetra,
the Total Portfolio ReturnNGM was 1.5% for 2015. This is
a good result given the lack of attractive opportunities in
investment markets.
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GROWTH IN ADJUSTED BOOK VALUE PER SHARE

DAVID T. FOY
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Our returns handily beat the S&P 500 return of 1.4% in
2015, especially when including the Sirius Group gain.
On that basis, we closed the gap significantly between
our returns and that of the S&P 500 over the past five
years, and we stretched out our lead over the 10-year
period to 200 basis points. We continue to do well over
even longer periods dating back to our IPO in 1985.
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In 2015, White Mountains’s ABVPSNGM grew 5% including
dividends. This reflected most of the gain from the
Symetra transaction, which closed on February 1, but
not the sale of Sirius Group, which closed in April. Adjusting for both sales, ABVPSNGM grew 18%, including
dividends.
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Executive Vice President & Chief Financial Officer
White Mountains

$784

Adjusted Book Value Per Share

NGM

Adjusted as if the Sirius Group and Symetra sales had closed on December 31, 2015.
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RETURN PERIOD ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2015

THE SYMETRA STORY
I joined White Mountains, a property/casualty (re)insurance company, in March of 2003, after spending the first
fourteen years of my career in the life insurance industry,
the last ten of those years at Hartford Life. On September
29, 2003, my thirty-seventh birthday, Safeco publicly
announced that they were putting their life insurance
company up for sale. Our former Chairman, Jack Byrne,
called me and asked me to take a look at it. I quickly
responded that I didn’t think that made any sense
because, other than Jack and me (each of us a life
actuary by training), White Mountains had little life
insurance experience to go up against what I expected
would be several large life insurance companies competing for this property. Jack said, “David, just take a look
at it, to humor me.” So we did.
We put a call into Goldman Sachs, who was running the
auction, and received the material. We put in a first
round bid and, surprisingly, they called back and told us
that, despite our being behind several others and needing to raise our bid in order to have a chance, we would
be granted a management meeting – during Thanksgiving week! We took the slot and began to assemble a
team, including bringing in Craig Buck, an outside actuarial consultant, to help us. Our Board was skeptical this
was worth even the cost of the plane tickets!
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White Mountains[1]
[2]

S&P 500

[1] Adjusted
[2] Excludes

1-year

5-year 10-year 15-year Since IPO

18.1%

12.3%

9.2%

9.7%

14.2%

1.4%

15.0%

7.2%

5.2%

10.5%

as if the Sirius Group and Symetra sales had closed on December 31, 2015.
dividend reinvestment.

After two days of management meetings, we found several
things we liked – such as the medical stop loss business
and a young actuary named Margaret Meister who seemed
to have the answer to every question no matter who we
asked them to – and many things we didn’t. In aggregate,
we knew we would need to lower our bid. Having heard
from Goldman that we would need to raise our bid in order
to have a chance, we didn’t bother putting in a second
round bid. Instead, we just left a message.
A few weeks went by and, at that point, we assumed
that they had moved on with other bidders. Boy, were we
wrong! Goldman called asking us to put our revised offer
in writing, which we did. The Safeco CEO called Ray and
asked if our offer was serious. He answered in the affirmative. The next thing we knew, Ray, Rob Seelig, and I were
at Cravath’s offices in Manhattan, hammering out a deal
with Safeco, their representatives and Randy Talbot and
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Roger Harbin, who were CEO and COO of Safeco
Life. When we were finished and had a deal, Randy
dubbed it “the miracle on 49th street.”
The agreed upon sale price was $1.35 billion. That
would have been a very large investment into the life
insurance business for White Mountains. Jack was
enthusiastic about doing the whole thing, but Ray,
John Gillespie, and I met and decided that making
a $200 million equity investment in this opportunity
was about the right-sized bet. I believe Jack called
us “wussies,” but he reluctantly agreed and said we
should call Warren Buffett to see if he would like to coinvest. We called Warren and, to our surprise, he said
he would also invest $200 million. We had a partner.
It was pretty easy raising the rest of the money and,
soon after, we signed and announced the deal and
moved on to getting regulatory approval. The transaction closed August 1, 2004.
Wanting a name that started with “S”, we renamed the
company Symetra. It took a lot of effort from a lot of
people to get the company restarted and refocused on
building and protecting shareholder value after more
than a year of focusing on the sale process, but we
got there. The company did well in those early years,
earning returns in the teens. We stayed away from
products that had overly generous guarantees, and
White Mountains Advisors, who ran most of the investment portfolio, stayed away from assets that they
thought might go bad if a recession hit. So, although
the financial crisis impacted Symetra, we were able to
steer our way through better than most of the industry,
and we came out the other side as a financially strong
company despite returns that had fallen into the upper
single digits due to the lower interest rate environment. To provide liquidity for many of our private equity
owners, Symetra listed on the New York Stock Exchange
in January 2010 at $12 per share and began a new
chapter as a public company.
Over the past five years, Symetra has been led by my
good friend, Tom Marra – the person who hired me as
a young actuary at Hartford Life all those years ago –
and Lon Smith, the former CEO of Hartford Life, as
Chairman. Tom, Margaret and the rest of the team did
a great job growing the company and broadening the
product set, while sticking to our core values of protecting shareholder value and mitigating risk. This
value was recognized by Sumitomo Life in the agreed
upon sale price of $32 per share.

Although it wasn’t a straight line, the Symetra investment
turned out to be a good one for White Mountains, Berkshire Hathaway, and many other investors who bought
and sold along the way. For White Mountains and Berkshire, the investment returned about four times the money
we originally invested over eleven and a half years, for a
compound annual return of 15.2%. That was more than
double the return of the S&P 500 over the same period.
S&P Financials are actually down over that period. Most
big publicly-traded life insurance companies are flat
to down as well. We hope Jack would be proud of us,
although he would still remember that he wanted to do
the whole thing!

INVESTMENT OF OWNERS’ CAPITAL[1]
(as of December 31, 2015)

Insurance
Services
$0.3

HG Global
$0.7

OneBeacon
$0.8

[1]

Parent/other
$2.7

Adjusted as if the Sirius Group and Symetra sales
had closed on December 31, 2015.

THE NEXT CHAPTER
As of year-end, and adjusted for the Sirius Group and
Symetra sales, White Mountains’s composition included
75% of publicly-traded OneBeacon, our investment in
HG Global/BAM, insurance services businesses and
about $2.7 billion at the parent, most of which was undeployed. It isn’t clear today what we will be in the future. It
will be a challenge to put that much money to work in the
current environment, but the environment can change
quickly. Patience is required.
Past success does not guarantee future results, but
our long term track record suggests that we will be
able to find ways to create value for shareholders in
the future. We thank you for being our partners.
Respectfully submitted,

David T. Foy
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(unaudited)
$ in millions except per share amounts
Assets
Investments:
Fixed maturity and short-term investments
Common equity securities and other investments

Actual
2014

$

74
310

$ 2,447
223

554

384

2,670

1,574
787
659
257
130
3,407
41

1,807
755
676
310
74
3,622
28

755
676
310
74
1,815
28

Total Assets

$ 4,002

$ 4,034

$ 4,514

Liabilities and Adjusted Shareholders’ Equity
Liabilities
Debt
Other liabilities
Total Liabilities

$

$

$

Total investments
Investment in affiliates (segment):
Sirius Group [b]
OneBeacon [c]
HG Global [d]
Insurance Services
Other affiliates [e]
Total investments in affiliates
Other assets

275
279

As of December 31,
Actual
AdjustedNGM
[a]
2015
2015

41
41

$

50
71
121

50
71
121

Adjusted Shareholders’ Equity
Total Liabilities and Adjusted Shareholders’ Equity

3,961

3,913

4,393

$ 4,002

$ 4,034

$ 4,514

Adjusted common shares outstandingNGM (000’s)
Adjusted Book Value Per ShareNGM

5,960 sh
$ 665

5,599 sh
$ 699

5,599 sh
$ 784

NGM

[a]

Adjusted as if the Sirius Group and Symetra sales had closed on December 31, 2015. Adjustments include the removal of investment
in Sirius Group of $1,807 million, the removal of Symetra shares held at the parent of $93 million (from common equity securities
and other investments) and the addition of proceeds of $2,379 million ($2,373 in fixed maturity and short-term investments and
$6 million in common equity securities and other investments).

[b]

Excludes $30 million in equity in net unrealized gains from Symetra’s fixed maturity portfolio as of December 31, 2014.

[c]

Net of $246 million and $258 million of non-controlling interests in OneBeacon as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, respectively.

[d]

Net of $17 million and $18 million of non-controlling interests in HG Global as of December 31, 2015 and 2014, respectively.

[e]

Excludes $5 million in equity in net unrealized gains from Symetra’s fixed maturity portfolio, as of December 31, 2014.
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(unaudited)
$ in millions

Years Ended December 31,
Actual
2014

Actual
2015

$ 116
16

$ 220
28

AdjustedNGM
2015 [a]

After-Tax Adjusted Comprehensive Income (Loss) of Subsidiaries and Affiliates:
Sirius Group [b]
OneBeacon [c]
HG Global [d]
Insurance Services
Other affiliates [e]
Total

$ 699
28

18
(1)
(6)
143

17
(19)
(8)
238

17
(19)
(8)
717

Net investment income
Net realized and unrealized gains
Other revenue
Total revenues

8
23
20
51

5
42
43
89

5
42
43
89

Operating expenses
Interest expense on debt
Total expenses

57
1
58

93
1
94

93
1
94

Pre-tax parent loss
Income tax expense

(7)
(1)

(5)
(1)

(5)
(1)

After-tax parent comprehensive loss

(8)

(6)

(6)

Other Parent Company Activities:

Adjusted Comprehensive IncomeNGM

[a]

$ 135

$ 232

$ 711

Adjusted as if the Sirius Group and Symetra sales had closed on December 31, 2015. Adjustment reflects $479 million of net gains resulting
from the Sirius Group and Symetra sales.

[b]

Excludes $(30) million and $66 million in equity in net unrealized (losses) gains resulting from the change in net unrealized (losses) gains
from Symetra’s fixed maturity portfolio for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, respectively.

[c]

Excludes $9 million and $5 million of comprehensive income of non-controlling interests for the years ended December 31, 2015
and 2014, respectively.

[d]

Excludes $1 million and $1 million of comprehensive income of non-controlling interests for the years ended December 31, 2015
and 2014, respectively.

[e]

Excludes $(5) million and $9 million in equity in net unrealized (losses) gains resulting from the change in net unrealized (losses) gains
from Symetra’s fixed maturity portfolio for the years ended December 31, 2015 and 2014, respectively.
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President
White Mountains Advisors

In local currencies, and excluding the gain from Symetra,
the Risk Asset Portfolio ReturnNGM was 2.4% for 2015. While
again only a modest absolute gain, this was a good relative
result and ahead of the S&P 500 Index return of 1.4%.
Performance against other indices was even stronger, as
the Dow was up just 0.2% for the year, the Russell 1000
up 0.9% and the Russell 2000 down 4.4%.

The Total Portfolio ReturnNGM was 4.5% for 2015, as returns
were greatly helped by the gain from Symetra, but partially
offset by currency losses from continued strengthening in
the U.S. dollar. In local currencies and excluding the gain
from Symetra, the Total Portfolio ReturnNGM was 1.5%. While
only a modest absolute gain, this was a decent outcome
given significant volatility in financial markets during 2015.

Lateef, our largest equity sub-adviser after the rotation
away from Prospector Partners in mid-2015, returned 3.6%
for the year. The Risk Asset Portfolio also benefited from
nice gains from affiliates but was negatively impacted from
losses in alternative assets, primarily from energy-exposed
private equity funds. The table on the following page shows
performance by asset class and by manager.

We generally made good decisions with respect to portfolio
positioning in 2015. The high quality, short duration posture
of the fixed income portfolio paid off as interest rates increased and credit spreads widened, and our historically
low allocation to risk assets protected our capital position
amidst equity market volatility. While the strengthening U.S.
dollar again negatively impacted returns, our continued
defensive positioning with required non-U.S. dollar holdings
mitigated overall currency losses.

We entered 2015 with Risk Asset ExposureNGM of 39%, which
reflected eight points of trimming during 2014 due to growing concerns with equity valuations deep into the bull market
and the need to fund other corporate opportunities. As
equity markets were hitting new highs in mid-2015, we
liquidated another $225 million of risk assets, which appropriately harvested gains and further reduced risk in the portfolio in advance of equity market volatility in August and
again in January and February of this year. We finished 2015
with Risk Asset ExposureNGM of just 37%, which reflected
trimming of the portfolio, but also a four point increase from
the gain from Symetra. Excluding Symetra, we finished with
Risk Asset ExposureNGM of 21%, the lowest it has been going
all the way back to the OneBeacon acquisition in 2001.

REID T. CAMPBELL

FIXED INCOME
In local currencies, the Fixed Income Portfolio ReturnNGM was
1.2% for 2015. This was a decent absolute result and in line
with the Barclays Intermediate Aggregate Index return.
On a tactical level, we took advantage of volatility in both
rates and spreads to enhance returns. This included adding
moderate duration paper to our ABS and corporate bond
positions as rates backed up in the first half of the year and
again after they backed up at the end of the year. Within
our required non-U.S. dollar holdings, we sold Swedish
Krona denominated sovereigns at near zero yields and
reinvested in relatively more attractive spread product.

Portfolio returnsngm
2015
Portfolio
Return
Fixed income, ex currency

1.2%

Risk assets, ex currency/Symetra gain

2.4%

Total, ex currency/Symetra gain

Duration ended 2015 at 2.2 years, up slightly from 2.0 years
at the end of last year.

Currency
Total, ex Symetra gain
Symetra gain

RISK ASSETS
In local currencies, the Risk Asset Portfolio ReturnNGM was
22.8% for 2015. This was an excellent result again driven by
the gain from Symetra. A nice tip of the hat is due at this
juncture to the WMA team for their management of the
Symetra portfolio over the past 11+ years. Not only did they
protect Symetra through the 2008/2009 financial crisis with
essentially zero permanent credit losses, they consistently
outperformed their benchmarks over this long timeframe.
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Total Portfolio Return
Barclays Intermediate Aggregate

1.5%
(1.1)%
0.4%
4.1%
4.5%
1.2%

S&P 500

1.4%

10YT + 150 bps

2.4%

Conventional Wisdom

0.8%
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CURRENCY
Due primarily to regulatory requirements at Sirius International, which is domiciled in Sweden, we have historically
held a meaningful allocation of investments denominated
in Swedish Kronor, Euros, Sterling and Canadian dollars.
Most, but not all, of these investments are naturally
hedged by non-U.S. dollar liabilities on the balance sheet.
For 2015, the impact of the strengthening U.S. dollar on
these investments reduced the Total Portfolio ReturnNGM
by 1.1%.
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White Mountains Advisors LLC (WMA) is a wholly
owned subsidiary of White Mountains and an SECregistered investment adviser. WMA manages substantially all of White Mountains’s investment
portfolio, which consists of fixed maturity investments, short-term investments, common stocks,
alternatives and affiliates. WMA utilizes various sub-

During 2015, the United States and Europe continued to
present diverging outlooks for longer-term economic
growth and monetary policy. Reflecting this, outside of a
pullback in the second quarter, the U.S. dollar continued
its general strengthening trend. We maintained our defensive positioning throughout and finished 2015 with net
foreign currency exposure of just over $300 million. Excluding Sirius Group, this exposure drops to just under
$100 million and reflects the foreign currency exposure
embedded in our international insurance services investments as well as our foreign equity investments managed
by Silchester – exposures we are happy to have!

advisers to manage its publicly-traded common
stocks and certain fixed maturity investments.
WMA also manages investments for former subsidiary Sirius Group and former affiliate Symetra.
WMA expects that the assets under management
with both Sirius Group and Symetra will decrease in
multiple stages over time and eventually result in the
termination of the investment management agreements with both entities.

OUTLOOK
Looking forward, the reinvestment of the proceeds from
the Symetra and Sirius Group sales represents both our
biggest challenge and biggest opportunity. In undertaking
this task, we are looking to take advantage of attractive
opportunities in financial markets while at the same time
protecting capital to ensure its availability for new corporate redeployment opportunities.
We continue to face a lousy opportunity set in financial
markets. Equity valuations are still rich, and interest rates
are still near historic lows. Now, more than ever, some significant volatility in both equity and fixed income markets
would play to our advantage. We took advantage of the
equity market pullback in January and February of this
year to begin averaging back into equities and sit well
positioned with significant dry powder to take advantage
of additional market disruptions.
Respectfully submitted,

risk asset Portfolio returnsngm
($ in millions)

2015
Portfolio
Return

Returns by Asset Class:
Common stocks and convertibles
Alternative assets
Affiliate investments
Total, ex currency/Symetra gain
Symetra gain
Total Risk Asset Portfolio Return, ex currency

2.6%
(6.2)%
8.0%
2.4%
20.4%
22.8%

2015
Market
Value

2015
Portfolio
Return

Portfolio Return by Manager, ex currency:
Exchange Traded Funds (beg. May)
$ 356
Lateef Investment Management
$ 225
Silchester International Investors
$ 74

(1.8)%
3.6%
6.5%

S&P 500
Dow
Russell 1000
Russell 2000

1.4%
0.2%
0.9%
(4.4)%

Reid T. Campbell
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T. MICHAEL MILLER
President & Chief Executive Officer
OneBeacon

happy to report that approximately 80% of our specialty
premiums are five years and older, and approximately 60%
are 10 years and older. This bodes well for the future, as we
continue to refine our portfolio and become more confident
in our assessment of underlying profitability.

OneBeacon ended 2015 with book value per share of
$10.53, a decent result reflecting 3.8% growth for the year,
including dividends. Driving this outcome were acceptable
underwriting results – a 96% full-year GAAP combined ratio
– and a low absolute Total Portfolio ReturnNGM – 1.5% –
symptomatic of the lackluster financial environment. Most of
our business units delivered strong results, while a few had
a difficult year. Late in the year, we started a Financial Institutions business – our first new business since 2013 – bringing
our portfolio to 15 groups. With the conclusion of all legal
challenges to our runoff sale, we have a strong, clean balance
sheet going forward for our growing specialty business.

Our 2015 premiums were impacted by our exits from the
lawyers professional liability business at year-end 2014 and
from the crop business mid-summer. Our former exclusive
crop agency partner, The Climate Corporation, was sold in
July, effectively taking us out of this marketplace. On the
plus side, John Iannotti came on board mid-September as
our new President of Professional Liability and soon broadened our capabilities by forming OneBeacon Financial
Institutions. He also encouraged a fresh start to OneBeacon
Architects & Engineers, complete with new leadership,
repositioned appetite and an expanded distribution network.

UNDERWRITING RESULTS
We have built a diverse portfolio of specialty businesses
over the past ten years. In most years, we expect strong
results across the majority of our businesses to generate
overall results good enough to support investing in new
teams or absorb temporary setbacks. While each year has
its own characteristics and stories, 2015 was a good test of
this business model. The majority of our businesses had a
very strong year, while a few had poor results. Yet, in total,
we delivered a solid underwriting result.
We have aggressive plans to improve the results in those
businesses that underperformed, which range from new
leadership to underwriting appetite changes with marked
improvement expected in 2016. As I have discussed in my
previous letters, we expect to continually refine and adjust
our approach in a focused, decisive manner as part of our
portfolio management process.
It is important to point out that when we began our journey
to specialty back in 2006, we understood we would have to
establish our diversified portfolio by starting and managing
new underwriting units. Only two of the current 15 businesses
preceded the formation of OneBeacon; all the others have
been created or purchased. We also understood there were
no shortcuts through the “growing pains.” The experience
and knowledge gained through the passage of time are
critical to understanding the characteristics, capabilities
and profit potential in each business portfolio. Today, I am
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Most of our teams successfully secured rate increases on
renewals despite competitive pressures. We do not anticipate the soft market to abate but we see opportunities for
OneBeacon, due to market dislocation resulting from
merger and acquisition activities, some executive leadership changes and some subpar results.

OneBeacon - Segment Financials

$ in millions

Years Ended December 31,
2014
2015

Balance sheet data:
Total investments
Total assets
Loss and LAE reserves
WTM common shareholders’ equity

$ 2,526
3,560
1,342
787

$ 2,591
3,603
1,390
755

Income statement data:
Net written premium
Net investment income
Pre-tax income

$ 1,217
43
42

$ 1,137
46
25

GAAP underwriting ratios:
Loss and LAE
Underwriting expense
Combined

69%
33%
102%

60%
36%
96%
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INVESTMENT RETURNS

O

The Total Portfolio ReturnNGM was 1.5% in 2015. The
Fixed Income Portfolio ReturnNGM was 1.5% for the year,
ahead of the Barclays Intermediate Aggregate Index,
while the Risk Asset Portfolio ReturnNGM was 0.6% for the
year, underperforming the S&P 500 Index return. This
result was driven by losses on energy-related private
equity investments. Our portfolio of ETFs, common
stocks and convertibles outperformed the S&P 500
Index return.

c

OneBeacon Insurance Group, Ltd. (OneBeacon) is
a Bermuda-domiciled holding company, whose
principal businesses are conducted through its
U.S.-based property and casualty insurance
subsidiaries. OneBeacon’s operating companies
provide a range of specialty insurance products
and services sold through independent agencies,

LOOKING AHEAD

regional and national brokers, wholesalers and

Your company will achieve two milestones this year –
the 15th anniversary of our June 1, 2001 formation and
the 10th anniversary of our November 9, 2006 IPO.
Looking back, I believe it’s fair to say that our transformation has been extraordinary, given the sheer scope
and scale of our changes.

managing general agencies. OneBeacon’s specialty insurance products are available nationwide.
OneBeacon’s common shares are listed on the
New York Stock Exchange under the symbol “OB.”
Market capitalization as of December 31, 2015
was $1.2 billion. White Mountains owned 75% of

We begin 2016 with challenging conditions in underwriting and investments. We anticipate premiums will be
pressured as competitors look for market share. At yearend 2015, the cracks were apparent in many companies’
underwriting results, which may slow some rate reductions and push for corrective actions in troubled lines.
Continued mergers and acquisitions in the propertycasualty space will also create dislocation and opportunity.
We will follow our tested playbook, looking at new segments, teams or companies. We believe we will have the
opportunity to grow the value of your company by driving
results in our existing business units and thoughtfully
adding new segments and teams. With a pristine balance
sheet and a profitable, diverse portfolio of specialty
operations, we are well positioned. We are confident
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Rating
Outlook
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OneBeacon as of December 31, 2015.

that our continued discipline and complete focus on our
ongoing business should deliver results in the years
ahead. Thank you for your continued support.
Respectfully submitted,

T. Michael Miller
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31, 2016

A.M. BEST

FITCH

MOODY’S

STANDARD & POOR’S

“A”
Stable

“A”
Stable

“A3”
Stable

“A-”
Stable
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A Unique Model for Municipal Bond Insurance
Build America Mutual (BAM) is a mutually-owned municipal bond insurance company. BAM’s members are the

BAM made big strides in 2015, insuring $10.6 billion of par
value, a 35% increase over its 2014 new-business generation. More importantly, written premiums grew by nearly
70%, driven by a strong increase in premium rate captured
by BAM. The volume of insured municipal bonds in the
primary market rose 36% over 2014, while total new-issue
volume grew by 20%. BAM guaranteed 46% of all insured
transactions in the primary market and 38% of the insured
par. As of December 31, 2015, BAM had claims-paying
resources of more than $600 million against gross par outstanding of approximately $22.6 billion, the lowest leverage
in the market. BAM is rated “AA” with a stable outlook by
Standard & Poor’s, the highest rating S&P currently assigns
to any financial guaranty insurer.

municipalities who use its insurance. BAM’s members pay
risk premiums and make member surplus contributions
when issuing bonds insured by BAM. White Mountains
provided BAM’s initial capital, funded through the purchase of approximately $500 million of surplus notes.
BAM insures only essential-public-purpose, fixed rate,
long-term municipal bonds issued to finance schools,
utilities, transportation facilities and core governmental
functions. BAM insures both new issues and qualified
bonds in the secondary market. BAM focuses on smalland mid-sized issuances, targeting an average size of
$10 - 25 million.
HG Re Ltd. (HG Re), a wholly-owned subsidiary of HG

The use of BAM insurance in the secondary market also
increased by over 30% in 2015 compared to 2014. While
liquidity and secondary market trading in the municipal
market have generally been declining, the demand for
BAM’s insurance in the secondary market is growing, driven
by growing investor recognition of the value, transparency
and liquidity provided by BAM’s guarantee.

Global and dedicated reinsurance company to BAM,
provides 15%-of-par, first-loss reinsurance protection
for the bonds insured by BAM. The reinsurance treaty
between BAM and HG Re is continuous with periodic
amendment provisions. White Mountains owns 97%
of the preferred equity and 88% of the common equity
of HG Global.

BAM’s continued growth reflects the market’s embrace
of its fundamentally new approach to financial guaranty
insurance, which includes several points of differentiation
between BAM and its competitors, particularly:
• BAM’s unique structure as a mutual insurer, which provides
it with a strong, stable capital base that will support durable
claims-paying resources and ratings over the long term;

Bam highlights
$ in millions (except where stated)
Par value insured ($B)
Member surplus contributions (MSC)

• Strong underwriting standards and a clean balance sheet,
which mean BAM has minimal exposure to troubled credits,
no exposure to Puerto Rico or to international credits or
structured finance;
• BAM has a uniquely strong commitment to transparency
that includes publishing Credit Profiles – detailed reports
on every credit BAM guarantees – that are updated annually and available for free on BAM’s web site; and,
• The unique first-loss reinsurance guarantee provided by
HG Re, which will pay any losses on each BAM policy, up
to 15% of par value insured.
While interest rates remained historically low, BAM made
considerable progress as the year progressed in improving
premium rates while still expanding insured volume. This
trend bodes well for the time when interest rates rise to
historically normal levels.
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Risk premium written
MSC & risk premium as % par
Par value insured, outstanding ($B)

Years ended December 31,
2014
2015
$

7.8

$ 10.6

16.2

29.2

16.9

25.9

0.42%

0.52%

$ 12.4

$ 22.6

Qualified statutory capital

453.4

449.6

Claims paying resources (CPR)

581.2

601.3

Par value insured/CPR

21.5x

38.4x

We are a patient investor and remain confident that BAM’s
outlook is strong and that our investment will earn solid
returns over the long haul. In three full years of operations,
the company has demonstrated that there is substantial
demand for its product among municipal bond issuers and
investors, and that it is well-positioned for growth and higher
margins as it continues to build its franchise over time. We
are pleased with the progress BAM has made in 2015.
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NON-GAAP FINANCIAL MEASURES
Our 2015 Management Report includes non-GAAP financial measures that are reconciled to their most comparable
GAAP financial measures below. White Mountains believes these measures to be more relevant than comparable GAAP
measures in evaluating White Mountains’s financial performance.

WHITE MOUNTAINS
Adjusted Shareholders’ Equity, Adjusted Book Value Per Share and Adjusted Common Shares Outstanding
Adjusted Shareholders’ Equity is a non-GAAP financial measure that is derived by excluding from GAAP shareholders’
equity the equity in net unrealized (gains) losses from Symetra’s fixed maturity portfolio, net of applicable taxes. Adjusted
Common Shares Outstanding excludes from GAAP common shares outstanding unearned shares of restricted stock, the
compensation cost of which, at the date of calculation, has yet to be amortized. Adjusted Book Value Per Share (ABVPS)
is the result of dividing Adjusted Shareholders’ Equity by Adjusted Common Shares Outstanding.
As of December 31,
Actual
Adjusted
2015
2015 (1)

Actual
2014
Book value per share numerators ($ in millions):
GAAP common shareholders’ equity
Equity in net unrealized gains from Symetra’s fixed maturity portfolio
Adjusted Shareholders’ Equity (ABVPS numerator)

$ 3,997
(35)
$ 3,962

$ 3,913
$ 3,913

$ 4,393
$ 4,393

Book value per share denominators (in 000’s):
GAAP common shares outstanding
Unearned restricted shares

5,986
(26)

5,624
(25)

5,624
(25)

Adjusted Common Shares Outstanding (ABVPS denominator)

5,960

5,599

5,599

668
665

$ 696
$ 699

GAAP book value per share
Adjusted Book Value Per Share
(1)

$
$

$
$

781
784

Adjusted as if the Sirius Group and Symetra sales had closed on December 31, 2015.

The Company calculates its annual growth in values per share on an IRR basis, which includes the value per share
at the beginning of the year, the dividends received each year and the value per share at the end of the year. See
the table below for comparison of growth in GAAP book value per share and growth in ABVPS over a range of return
periods:
Return Period Ended December 31, 2015
Annualized Growth:

1-year

5-year

10-year

15-year

Since IPO

4.4%

9.5%

7.9%

11.4%

14.5%

18.1%

12.3%

9.2%

9.7%

14.2%

GAAP book value per share
(1)

Adjusted Book Value Per Share
(1)

Adjusted as if the Sirius Group and Symetra sales had closed on December 31, 2015.

Adjusted Comprehensive Income
Adjusted comprehensive income is a non-GAAP financial measure which is derived by excluding from GAAP
comprehensive income the change in equity in net unrealized (gains) losses from Symetra’s fixed maturity portfolio,
net of applicable taxes.
Years Ended December 31,
Actual
Actual
Adjusted
2014
2015
2015 (1)

$ in millions
GAAP comprehensive income to WTM shareholders
Change in equity in net unrealized (gains) losses
from Symetra’s fixed maturity portfolio, net of applicable taxes

$

Adjusted Comprehensive Income

$

(1)

211

$ 197

(75)

35

135

$ 232

$

676
35

$

711

Adjusted as if the Sirius Group and Symetra sales had closed on December 31, 2015.
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Portfolio Return
Portfolio Return is a non-GAAP financial measure that excludes from GAAP investment returns the investment returns of
mutuals and reciprocals, insurance services businesses and the OneBeacon surplus notes and includes the investment
returns of GAAP unconsolidated insurance affiliates and the OneBeacon pension assets invested for total return. Portfolio
Return also unwinds the investment returns of consolidated limited partnerships (LP’s) while including the investment
returns of the LP’s themselves. Finally, Portfolio Return reflects the impact of time value weighting and indexing when
calculating investment returns and various other adjustments.
White Mountains Portfolio Return
Year Ended December 31, 2015

GAAP investment return
Remove:
BAM invested assets
Insurance services businesses
OneBeacon surplus notes
Add:
Symetra (prior to reclassification to common stocks)
Other GAAP unconsolidated affiliates
OneBeacon pension assets
Unwind LP consolidations
All other
Portfolio Return
Portfolio Return, ex currency

Fixed Income

Risk Assets

Total Portfolio

0.2%

19.3%

3.6%

-0.1%
0.0%
0.0%

0.0%
1.5%
2.4%

0.2%
0.1%
0.2%

0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.1%

-3.4%
0.7%
-0.4%
0.2%
2.2%

0.2%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.1%

-0.1%
1.2%

22.5%
22.8%

4.5%
5.6%

OneBeacon Portfolio Return
Year Ended December 31, 2015
Fixed Income

Risk Assets

Total Portfolio

GAAP investment return
Remove:
OneBeacon surplus notes
Add:
OneBeacon pension assets
All other

1.4%

-3.0%

0.6%

0.0%

2.6%

0.2%

0.0%
0.1%

1.5%
-0.5%

0.5%
0.2%

Portfolio Return

1.5%

0.6%

1.5%

Risk Assets and Risk Asset Exposure
Risk Assets is a non-GAAP financial measure that aggregates GAAP common stocks, convertibles and other longterm investments with GAAP unconsolidated affiliates and the OneBeacon pension assets invested for total return.
This measure excludes insurance services businesses, the OneBeacon surplus notes and various other adjustments.
Finally, this measure reflects an adjustment to our carrying value of Symetra to exclude the equity in net unrealized
(gains) losses from Symetra’s fixed maturity portfolio.
Risk Asset Exposure is the result of dividing Risk Assets by the sum of Adjusted Shareholders’ Equity plus OneBeacon
non-controlling interests.
As of December 31,
2014

2015

GAAP common stocks, convertibles and other long-term investments
Add:
GAAP unconsolidated affiliates
OneBeacon pension assets
Remove:
Insurance services businesses
OneBeacon surplus notes
LP consolidations and other
Equity in net unrealized (gains) losses from Symetra’s fixed maturity portfolio

$ 1,230

$ 1,676

414
135

18

(65)
(45)
(35)

(97)
(51)
(18)
-

Risk Assets

$ 1,634

$ 1,528

Adjusted Shareholders’ Equity plus OneBeacon non-controlling interests

$ 4,220

$ 4,159

39%

37%

Risk Asset Exposure
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What We care most about
underwriting comes First An insurance enterprise must respect the fundamentals of insurance. There must be a realistic
expectation of underwriting profit on all business written, and demonstrated fulfillment of that expectation over time, with focused attention to the loss ratio and to all the professional insurance disciplines of pricing, underwriting and claims management.

maintain a disciplined Balance Sheet T
The first concern here is that insurance liabilities must always be fully recognized.
Loss reserves and expense reserves must be solid before any other aspect of the business can be solid. Pricing, marketing
and underwriting all depend on informed judgment of ultimate loss costs and that can be managed effectively only with a
disciplined balance sheet.

Invest for Total return Historically, GAAP accounting has tended to hide unrealized gains and losses in the investment
portfolio and over reward reported investment income (interest and dividends). Regardless of the accounting, White Mountains must invest for the best growth in value over time. In addition to investing our bond portfolios for total after-tax return,
that will mean prudent investment in equities consistent with leverage and insurance risk considerations.

Think Like Owners Thinking like owners has a value all its own. There are other stakeholders in a business enterprise and
doing good work requires more than this quarter’s profit. But thinking like an owner embraces all that without losing the touchstone of a capitalist enterprise.

What We care Least about
Trying to produce a regular stream of quarterly operating earnings often produces disaster. Trying to manage your
company according to generally accepted accounting principles can often be silly. We prefer to measure ourselves as
we would hope owners measure us — by growth in intrinsic business value per share.

growth in revenues We applaud owners who reward executives on premium growth. This often provides fine opportunities for us later.

market Share Often introduced by business consultants. In our personal experience, chasing market share has produced
the biggest disasters in our business. Often, we have profited later from that excitement.

Strategic Purchases We have never made a strategic purchase… maybe we will someday. We often sell to strategic buyers.
Our problem is we really don’t have much of a strategy other than to increase intrinsic business value per share.

Putting Our capital To Work
Intellectually, we really don’t care much about leaving our capital lying fallow for years at a time. Better to leave it fallow and
to wait for the occasional high-return opportunity. Frankly, sometimes shareholders would be better off if we all just went to play
golf. Overall, we should be students of capital and business. Adam Smith had it right:

“capital will flow according to its own nature; the invisible hand.”
If we do not earn and deserve our owners’ capital, we will not long have it. We also admire Benjamin Graham who said:

“In the short run, the market is a voting machine, but in the long run it is a weighing machine.”
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Shareholder Inquiries

Stock exchange Information

White Mountains Insurance Group, Ltd.
14 Wesley Street
5th Floor
Hamilton HM 11, Bermuda
Tel: (441) 278-3160
Fax: (441) 278-3170

The Company’s common shares are listed on the New York
Stock Exchange and the Bermuda Stock Exchange under the
symbol “WTM”.

Written shareholder inquiries should be sent to the Corporate
Secretary at the Company’s Bermuda corporate headquarters.
Written inquiries from the investment community should be
directed to the Investor Relations Department at the Company’s
Bermuda corporate headquarters.

Principal executive Office
White Mountains Insurance Group, Ltd.
80 South Main Street
Hanover, New Hampshire 03755
Tel: (603) 640-2200
Fax: (603) 643-4592

registered Office
White Mountains Insurance Group, Ltd.
Clarendon House
2 Church Street
Hamilton HM 11, Bermuda

annual meeting
The 2016 Annual General Meeting of Members will be held
on Thursday, May 26, 2016, at Tucker’s Point, in Hamilton,
Bermuda, and will commence at 8:00 a.m. Atlantic time.
Proxy materials for the AGM, including the Chairman’s Letter,
Notice of 2016 Annual General Meeting of Members and
Proxy Statement, Form 10-K, and 2015 Management Report
are available online at www.edocumentview.com/wtm
for viewing and downloading.

Form 10-k
For comprehensive audited financial statements, please refer
to the “Annual Report on Form 10-K” filed with the SEC on
February 29, 2016. The Company’s Form 10-K is available for
viewing online at www.edocumentview.com/wtm. Copies of
the Form 10-K are also available without charge upon written
request to the Corporate Secretary at the Company’s Bermuda
corporate headquarters.

Transfer agent and registrar for common Shares
Mailing Address:

Computershare Trust Company, N.A.
P.O. Box 43078
Providence, RI 02940-3078
Private Couriers/Registered Mail:

Computershare Trust Company, N.A.
250 Royall Street
Canton, MA 02021
Attn: Priority Processing
Registered shareholders (shares are held by you in your
name) may obtain information about transfer requirements,
replacement dividend checks, duplicate 1099 forms, and
changes of address by calling the Transfer Agent’s Telephone
Response Center at (781) 575-2879 or (800) 952-9245 for the
hearing impaired or visiting the Transfer Agent’s website at
www.computershare.com. Please be prepared to provide your
tax identification or social security number, description of securities, and address of record. Other inquiries concerning your
shareholder account should be addressed in writing to the
Transfer Agent and Registrar.

additional Information

White
Mountains ®
INSURANCE GROUP
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All reports, including press releases, SEC filings, and
other information for the Company, its subsidiaries, and its
affiliates are available for viewing at our website at
www.whitemountains.com. Please come visit us.
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